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Connecticut Budgetary Pressures And Dim
Economic Growth Dampen Local Government
Credit

Credit conditions in Connecticut are stable, although there are substantial headwinds creating budgetary challenges,

particularly for larger cities and towns with high service costs, reliance on state revenue, or limited budgetary

flexibility.

Connecticut boasts some credit strengths, including its high income levels. At 141% of the national average, the state

has the highest per capita income level of all the states--substantially above the second, the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts, at 128%. Even excluding wealthy Fairfield County, Connecticut estimates its per capita income would

still be 125% of the nation. While the large share of state income derived from the financial industry and capital gains

creates some economic cyclicality, local municipalities have historically weathered recessions without much

deterioration in credit quality.

Overview

• Credit quality for local governments is generally stable, but state budgetary pressures and dim economic

growth may affect credit quality.

• A high property tax burden puts the state at a comparative disadvantage, hurting cities and large towns.

• Projected state budget deficits and financial strain may lead to cuts in municipal aid.

• In our view, local governments that lack forward-looking policies on budgetary planning and reserves will be

the most vulnerable to potential downgrades.

For more information, see the related article "Medians And Credit Factors: Connecticut Local Governments,"

published Oct. 20, 2016, on RatingsDirect.

Current State Of The Connecticut Economy

For local governments, the stability of revenue streams (primarily property taxes) and the underlying strength of the

tax base have largely shielded cities and towns from the worst of past recessions. Even following the Great Recession,

credit deterioration on the local level was minimal as cities and towns were willing to adjust millage rates to keep

revenues neutral despite tax base declines. Municipal aid, particularly for school funding, was largely unscathed, which

allowed many local governments the capacity to adjust budgets and maintain reserves without significantly reducing

service levels. (In Connecticut, municipalities provide local school services.)

The state had a slow recovery from the last recession, and many of the new post-recovery jobs pay less than the jobs

that were lost. The state calculates that only 17% of jobs lost in the last recession paying over $80,000 per year have

been regained, while the state has regained 133% of the jobs paying under $50,000 per year, and 140% of those
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making between $50,000-$80,000 per year. The job picture may be improving. Despite the loss of General Electric's

(GE) headquarters to Boston, Connecticut has recently announced plant expansions at Electric Boat, Sikorsky's

helicopter operations, and Pratt & Whitney, some of which was induced by state tax incentives and union labor

concessions.

Dim Economic Growth Prospects Are Likely Through 2019

The announcement earlier in the year by GE that it would move its headquarters to Boston from Fairfield underscores

the economic challenges facing the state. Connecticut is New England's second-largest economy (after Massachusetts)

and, like its regional neighbor, maintains some of the weakest employment growth prospects nationally. This is due to

well-established demographic factors, including static population growth and lower labor force growth rates.

Following the Great Recession, real GDP bottomed in 2013, and growth has been fairly muted since, totaling 1.7%

through 2015. Projections show growth remaining well below average with annual gains of 0.8% in 2016, 1.6% in 2017,

and 1.8% in 2018. This is compared to an average of 2.4% nationally over the same period. Employment gains are

projected to remain bleak, with projections of just 1% growth, or just 17,000 jobs through 2019.

Looking ahead, increased competition from neighboring states and the state's ability to retain its predominant

industries in insurance and various manufacturing sectors given a high cost of doing business will remain key risks.

On the bright side, new construction and housing starts is projected to grow 14% in 2016 and 6.1% in 2017. New

construction, in addition to its associated economic activity, will hopefully provide some marginal boosts to taxable

values and bolster local government fees and other revenues to an extent, although this will vary from town to town.

Property Tax Burden Puts Connecticut At A Comparative Disadvantage

Connecticut municipalities rely on property taxes as their primary source of revenue. Unlike other states, local

governments in the state are not bound to any property tax or tax levy caps. We view this as a credit strength in our

analysis, particularly when we evaluate the local government's institutional framework. This has also led to the state

having one of the largest property tax burdens in the country. A December 2014 state Department of Revenue report

found that over 40% of a household's tax burden is due to property taxes.

For the state's largest cities, the lack of diversified revenue has been problematic. For example, Hartford's millage rate

is the highest in the state at 74.29 mills (a mill is equal to $1.00 of tax revenue for each $1,000 of assessed value),

followed by the Waterbury at 60.21, Bridgeport 54.37, and New Haven at 41.55. This high tax burden has constrained

budgetary flexibility, in our view, because many of these communities have demonstrated limited capacity to raise

revenues or have faced political resistance in this area. In addition to having fairly high tax burdens, these

municipalities also contend with high service costs and have sizable pension and other postemployment benefit

liabilities. They also rely on state aid for additional funding, which we note is pressured, making budgetary planning

more difficult.
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Education Costs Pressure State And Local Budgets

The largest source of municipal aid is the state's Education Cost Sharing (ECS) grant totaling over $2 billion. Not

including funding for charter schools, the state's revised 2017 budget reduced ECS by $32.1 million, or 1.6% from what

was originally adopted. The legislature has largely held municipalities harmless from ECS cuts in the past. The change

in funding priorities underscores the stress of the state and the potential for future changes to municipal aid which

could affect municipalities unable to adapt to changing circumstances mid-fiscal year. The state has projected

significant budget gaps that need to be closed in fiscal 2018 and beyond that could lead to further overall cuts in state

aid. A recent superior court ruling found that while Connecticut is adequately funding education, it ruled that it was

producing inequitable standards across the state. The case is under appeal with the state supreme court and the

timeframe for an expected decision is unknown. In our opinion, the ultimate outcome will likely not have a major

credit impact. Wealthy communities are likely to absorb increased costs through property tax increases. However, it is

unclear to what extent the potential increased aid would be significant enough to provide material credit improvement

to poorer communities.

Fiscal 2017 total statewide municipal revenue sharing is budgeted at $185 million; local general governmental aid $440

million; state contributions for teachers' pensions, postretirement health care, and debt service $1.152 billion; and total

education aid $3.328 billion. The fiscal year 2017 combined local aid of $5.085 billion has increased very slightly in the

last two years, and we do not anticipate significant cutbacks when the fiscal 2017-2018 state biennium budget is

proposed. However, we believe strained state finances could create the potential for future cutbacks in local aid should

a recession develop or major pressure emerge in the state budget. The state currently projects that fixed costs will

grow $1.2 billion more than state general fund revenue in fiscal 2018, which will loom large in upcoming budget

negotiations.

Local Pension Pressures Are An Ongoing Credit Concern

New England is well known for pension pressures related to locally administered, single-employer plans, and

Connecticut municipalities are not immune from these pressures. Despite the state establishing a cost-sharing

retirement system in 1947 solely for municipalities, most local governments have chosen to keep local control. The

Connecticut Municipal Employees' Retirement System reported a plan fiduciary net position as a percentage of the

total pension liability of 87.47% with an 8% long-term expected rate of return (June 30, 2015 measurement date).

Despite what we see as an assumed investment rate of return somewhat higher than average, the plan's funded ratio is

good, in our opinion, which should lead to relatively predictable annual contribution requirements. However, few of

the state's 169 municipalities participate in the plan.

At the onset of the last recession a number of local governments took advantage of their local control and took

pension holidays to balance their budgets with some prolonged deferral of required payments. Even as some towns

and cities are now reducing rates of return and raising their annual contributions, the costs are proving sizable as they

phase in these increases. Well-managed communities have proven their ability to manage these costs, but also have

acknowledged the increased budgetary burden, which may crowd out some services over time.
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Local Credit Ratings Under Pressure

While there are a number of factors that suggest credit conditions may remain stable, particularly for those

governments with higher reserves and budgetary flexibility and limited dependence on state revenues, we are

observing that the ongoing weak GDP growth and labor productivity, as well as historically weak economic

demographics, are beginning to significantly hamstring many of the larger cities and towns that have long depended

on state revenues to support structurally balanced budgets.

This has been evident with the recent downgrade of Hartford, and the continued budgetary challenges faced by New

Haven and other similar communities. Higher rated municipalities are not immune from weaker economic growth

prospects and state aid reductions. Looking ahead, all local governments in the state will have to depend on a greater

percentage of local source revenue to balance budgets, as the state is unlikely to provide substantial additional aid to

localities, which may prove challenging for some communities. In our view, local governments that lack

forward-looking policies and budgetary planning and reserves will be the most vulnerable to potential downgrades.

Only a rating committee may determine a rating action and this report does not constitute a rating action.
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